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Steam generated in a reactor core and water condensed in a pressurizer form a countercurrent flow in a surge line between a hot
leg and the pressurizer during reflux cooling. Characteristics of countercurrent flow limitation (CCFL) in a 1/10-scale model of
the surge line were measured using air and water at atmospheric pressure and room temperature. The experimental results show
that CCFL takes place at three different locations, that is, at the upper junction, in the surge line, and at the lower junction, and
its characteristics are governed by the most dominating flow limitation among the three. Effects of inclination angle and elbows of
the surge line on CCFL characteristics were also investigated experimentally. The effects of inclination angle on CCFL depend on
the flow direction, that is, the effect is large for the nearly horizontal flow and small for the vertical flow at the upper junction. The
presence of elbows increases the flow limitation in the surge line, whereas the flow limitations at the upper and lower junctions do
not depend on the presence of elbows.

1. Introduction

The mid-loop operation is to be conducted during plant
refueling and maintenance of a PWR (Pressurized Water
Reactor). In this operation, the reactor coolant level is kept
around the primary loop center, and decay heat is removed
by RHR (Residual Heat Removal) systems. If the loss of
cooling systems such as RHR and/or other cooling systems
takes place, cooling water in the reactor core may be heated
up to boil and the top of the fuel assembly can be exposed
to the air. In such an event, reflux cooling by the steam
generators (SG) is regarded as one of the possible and
effective core cooling methods. The reflux cooling is a way of
core cooling by making use of water condensed in SGs. The
steam generated in the reactor core and water condensed in
the SG form a countercurrent flow in the hot leg. The authors
therefore measured CCFL (Countercurrent Flow Limitation)
characteristics in a scale-down model of a hot leg using air
and water [1] and reported that CCFL can be accurately

evaluated based on a one dimensional momentum balance
for air-water two-phase flow [2]. In addition to this CCFL,
the steam generated in the reactor core and water condensed
in the pressurizer due to heat transfer to the vessel wall
may also form a countercurrent flow in a surge line which
connects the hot leg and the pressurizer. The ROSA-IV/LSTF
(Rig-of-Safety-Assessment No. 4/Large Scale Test Facility)
experiment [3], which simulated the loss of RHR systems
during mid-loop operation, reported that water actually
accumulated in the pressurizer due to CCFL in the surge line.
When the core coolant moves to the primary coolant system
and remains there, the reactor core water level decreases.
Thus, characteristics of CCFL in the surge line must be well
understood for safety evaluation of the mid-loop operation.

Takeuchi et al. [4] calculated CCFL characteristics for a
slightly inclined surge line of an AP600 using the momentum
equations for steam and water. They reported that (1)
CCFL in a vertical pipe is more dominant than that in
a slightly inclined pipe, (2) the horizontal elbow increases
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the falling water volume, and (3) CCFL in the vertical
pipe is the most dominant among various CCFLs taking
place at different locations in the surge line. Although their
prediction overestimated the falling water volume compared
with the small break LOCA (Loss of Coolant Accident)
data conducted at the AP600-scale test facility (APEX)
[5, 6], there are no experimental data for validating their
predictions. The surge line consists of a vertical pipe, a
vertical elbow and an inclined pipe with several elbows. The
flow in the surge line is very complicated due to its complex
geometry, and therefore, it is difficult to apply the data and
knowledge of CCFL obtained in a simple geometry such as
straight pipes and ducts to CCFL in the surge line.

In this study, we carried out experiments using air and
water in a 1/10-scale model and measured CCFL charac-
teristics in the surge line. Effects of inclination angle and
elbows in the surge line on CCFL characteristics were also
investigated.

2. Experimental Setup

Figure 1 shows the experimental setup. It consists of the
lower tank corresponding to a reactor vessel, the surge line,
the upper tank simulating a pressurizer, and the air and water
supply systems. The surge line is made of acrylic resin for
the observation of flow pattern in the pipe. The internal
diameter is 30 mm. The geometry of the surge line is shown
in Figure 2. Air is supplied through the sidewall of the lower
tank. Water is supplied through the bottom face of the upper
tank. They form a countercurrent flow in the surge line. The
elbow is made of two acrylic blocks with semicircular grooves
to keep the channel cross-section circle. At a constant flow
rate QLin of water supplied to the upper tank, the flow rate
QL of water falling into the lower tank was measured at each
gas flow rate QG to obtain a relationship between QL and
QG. The QL was measured not only by increasing QG but
also by decreasing QG to check a possibility of hysteresis in
CCFL. The experimental ranges were JLin(= 4QLin /πD2) =
0.02–0.12 m/s and JG(= 4QG/πD2) = 0–5.5 m/s. CCFL
data were plotted by using the dimensionless gas and liquid
volumetric fluxes, J∗G and J∗L , given by [6]

J∗k = Jk

{
ρk

gD
(
ρL − ρG

)
}1/2

, (k = G,L), (1)

where J is the superficial velocity, ρ the density, g the accel-
eration of gravity, and D the pipe diameter. The subscripts
G and L denote the gas and liquid phases, respectively. The
inclination angle θ of the surge line was changed from 0.0
to 5.0 deg. (0.0, 0.6, 1.0, 2.0 and 5.0 deg.) to investigate the
effects of θ on CCFL characteristics. We also measured CCFL
characteristics by replacing the surge line with the straight
pipe shown in Figure 3 to examine effects of elbows.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Classification of CCFL. Depending on the inclination
angle θ and JG, CCFL took place at three different locations,
that is, at the upper junction, in the surge line, and at the
lower junction as shown in Figure 4. Hereafter, CCFL at the
upper junction between the surge line and the upper tank,
in the surge line and that at the lower junction between the
surge line and the hot leg will be referred to as CCFL-U,
CCFL-S, and CCFL-L, respectively.

In CCFL-U, the flow limitation occurs only at the upper
junction of the surge line as shown in Figure 5(a), and
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therefore, water in the surge line and at the lower junction
smoothly flows toward the lower tank. To the contrary, the
flow limitation occurs not only at the upper junction but
also in the surge line in CCFL-S as shown in Figure 5(b).
Waves are generated in the surge line and move toward the
upper junction. In CCFL-L, the flow limitation occurs at
the lower junction as well as at the upper junction. Water
is accumulated near the lower junction to form large liquid
slugs and periodically flows back toward the upper junction
as shown in Figure 5(c).

3.2. CCFL Characteristics at Reference Condition. Figure 6
shows CCFL characteristics at JLin = 0.07 m/s and θ =
0.6 deg. As J∗G increases from zero, flow limitation takes
place when J∗G reaches a certain critical value (point A in
Figure 6). At point A, waves form in the surge line and move
toward the upper junction. At the same time, J∗L suddenly
decreases to the flooding point (point B in Figure 6), that
is, CCFL-S occurs. Further increase in J∗G reduces J∗L , and
all the water returns to the upper tank at the flow reversal
point (point C in Figure 6). When J∗G is decreased from
the flow reversal point C, J∗L gradually increases as shown
in Figure 6. The minimum J∗G observed in the decreasing
process is smaller than J∗G at the flooding point B. Thus,
hysteresis exists in the CCFL characteristics. The hysteresis is
caused by the difference in the presence of initial waves on the

gas-liquid interface. There is, however, no difference in the
dependence of J∗L on J∗G between the processes of increasing
and decreasing J∗G .

3.3. Effects of θ. Figure 7 shows CCFL characteristics at
various θ. At θ = 0.0 and 0.6 deg., only CCFL-S takes place
at any values of JG. At θ = 1.0 deg., CCFL disappears in the
surge line, and therefore, it is classified as CCFL-U when JG is
low, whereas CCFL-S occurs at high JG. This disappearance
of CCFL in the surge line is due to the enhancement of water
drainage by increasing θ. At θ = 2.0 and 5.0 deg., CCFL-
L appears instead of CCFL-S at high JG. This indicates that
the flow limitation at the lower junction becomes dominant
because CCFL in the surge line is mitigated by the increase
in θ. At low JG, CCFL-U occurs not only for θ = 2.0 and
5.0 deg. but also for θ = 1.0 deg. These results show that type
of CCFL depends on θ and J∗G , and the dependence of the
relation between J∗G and J∗L on θ is different among CCFL-S,
CCFL-U, and CCFL-L.

Figure 8 shows characteristics of CCFL-S at various θ.
A small change in θ causes a large change in the falling
water flow rate, that is, the dependence of CCFL-S on the
inclination angle is very large. The increase in θ results in
the mitigation of flow limitation in the surge line due to the
enhancement of water drainage. Hence, CCFL-S occurs only
at low θ.

Figure 9 shows characteristics of CCFL-L at various θ.
CCFL-L is also affected by θ, and the flow limitation becomes
weaker as θ increases. The dependence of CCFL-L on the
inclination angle, however, is weaker than that of CCFL-S.
Since the holdup at the lower junction depends not only on
the water velocity along the surge line but also on the velocity
of water falling into the lower tank, the weak dependence of
the falling water velocity on θ might be a cause of the small
dependency of CCFL-L on θ.

Figure 10 shows characteristics of CCFL-U at various θ.
CCFL-U is the limitation at the upper junction between the
upper tank and the vertical pipe, and the gravity force acting
on the water along the surge line (the vertical pipe) is ρg cos
θ. Hence, CCFL-U has a very weak dependence on θ at small
θ as shown in Figure 10.

These experimental results confirm that the effect of θ
on CCFL depends on the flow direction, that is, the effect is
large for the nearly horizontal flow in the surge line, small for
the vertical flow at the upper junction, and intermediate for
the flow at the lower junction at which the flow changes its
direction from horizontal to vertical directions. The CCFL
in the surge line is determined by the most strong flow
limitation among CCFL-S, CCFL-U and CCFL-L.

3.4. Onset of Flooding. The gas volumetric flux at the onset
of flooding is important information when designing surge
lines. Figure 11 shows the onset of flooding measured by
increasing the gas volumetric flux. Flooding-S, Flooding-U,
and Flooding-L in Figure 11 represent that the flooding takes
place in the surge line, at the upper junction and at the lower
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junction, respectively. The line in Figure 11 is drawn by using
the Wallis’s model [7–9]:√

J∗G +
√
J∗Lin = 1. (2)

The J∗G at the onset of flooding decreases as J∗Lin increases, and
J∗G increases with θ. The flooding always occurs in the surge
line at low θ. On the other hand, at high θ, it occurs at the
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Figure 7: CCFL characteristics (effects of θ).

lower junction when J∗Lin is low and at the upper junction at
high J∗Lin. Since the flooding at the upper junction is similar
to that in a vertical pipe, the points of Flooding-U are not far
from (2).

3.5. Effects of JLin. Figure 12 shows the CCFL characteristics
under three different JLin conditions (JLin = 0.02, 0.07, and
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0.12 m/s) for θ = 0.6 and 5.0 deg. The volumetric flux J∗L
of the falling water does not depend on the volumetric flux
JLin of the supplied water in the upper tank, irrespective of θ
and a type of CCFL (CCFL-S, CCFL-U, and CCFL-L). This is
because the water level in the upper tank depends not on JLin

but on the height of the partition in the upper tank when the
flow limitation takes place.

3.6. Effects of Elbows. Figure 13 shows comparisons of CCFL
characteristics between the surge line and the straight pipe.
CCFL in the straight pipe is also classified into CCFL-S,
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CCFL-U, and CCFL-S. CCFL-S occurs at low θ whereas
CCFL-U, and CCFL-L appear at high θ. The flow limitation
in the surge line is stronger than that in the straight pipe
as shown in Figure 13(a). The elbows, therefore, enhance
the flow limitation in the surge line, which contradicts the
predictions obtained by Takeuchi et al. [4]. They explained
that centrifugal force in the elbow section stabilizes the gas-
liquid interface and inhibits the flow limitation. However,
the centrifugal force would make the liquid film thinner and
increase the wall friction. In addition, the presence of elbows
would increase pressure drop in the line, in other words,
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Figure 13: Effect of elbows on CCFL characteristics.

increases the force acting on water in the upstream direction.
These effects would result in enhancement of flow limitation.
The present result, therefore, supports the latter speculation
rather than Takeuchi’s one. On the other hand, CCFL-U and
CCFL-L do not depend on the presence of elbows as shown in
Figure 13(b). This is because the flow limitation occurs at the
junctions, and therefore, it has no relation with the elbows in
the surge line.

3.7. Discussion on Effects of Size and Fluid Properties on
CCFL Characteristics. Minami et al. [10] measured CCFL
characteristics in a scale-down model of PWR hot leg and
confirmed thorough comparisons with literature [11–14]
that the effects of the size and fluid properties are small.
Since CCFL-L and CCFL-S in the surge line are similar to
CCFL in the hot leg, this result implies that their dependence
on the size and fluid properties is also small. On the other
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hand, CCFL-U is similar to CCFL in a vertical pipe. Many
researches, which are summarized in textbooks [7, 15, 16],
have been carried out for CCFL in a vertical pipe. These
researches indicate that the Kutateladze number is more
appropriate than the dimensionless volumetric flux J∗k for
large diameter tubes, and that the fluid properties can be
taken into account by using the Bond number, viscosity ratio
and/or Grashof number. This kind of knowledge can be
utilized when applying the present results to a system with
different pipe sizes or different fluid properties.

4. Conclusions

Countercurrent air-water flow in a scale-down model of a
PWR pressurizer surge line was measured to understand
characteristics of countercurrent flow limitation, CCFL. As
a result, the following conclusions were obtained.

(1) CCFL takes place at three different locations, that
is, at the upper junction, in the surge line, and at
the lower junction. CCFL characteristics are governed
by the most dominating flow limitation among the
three.

(2) CCFL characteristics depend on the inclination angle
of the surge line and the air flow rate. The effects
of inclination angle on CCFL depend on the flow
direction, that is, the effect is large for the nearly
horizontal flow in the surge line, small for the vertical
flow at the upper junction, and intermediate for the
flow at the lower junction at which the flow changes
its direction from horizontal to vertical directions.

(3) The presence of elbows enhances the flow limitation
in the surge line, whereas the flow limitations at the
upper and lower junctions do not depend on the
presence of elbows.

Nomenclature

D: Pipe diameter [m]
g: Acceleration of gravity [m/s2]
J : Volumetric flux [m/s]
J∗: Dimensionless volumetric flux
Q: Volume flow rate [m3/s]
ρ: Density [kg/m3]
θ: Angle of inclination [deg.].

Subscripts

G: Gas phase
L: Liquid phase
Lin: Liquid phase supplied to the upper tank.
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